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Berghaus

Where
old meets
new

The new Berghaus development revives
Prof. H.T. Zwier’s original design first realised in
1964. A vision for the future embraces the
history of the past. Amsterdam’s rich heritage,
preserved and reimagined in the heart of the
Fashion District.

A modern design
interpretation that
perfectly combines
office, living and
retail space for the
demands of
tomorrow’s lifestyle.

Berghaus is perfectly
positioned and
appointed to offer
great possibilities
in the heart of this
thriving and
fast developing
part of Amsterdam.
The work, play, live
concept around
which Berghaus has
been designed,
creates a unique
building and
destination that
supports your
every need.
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The
building
by
numbers

Work

Office space
11 Floors
20,813 sqm Lettable floor area
1,480-3,250 sqm Average floor size
BREEAM Excellent Ambition
504 Bike parking spaces
172 Car parking spaces
1:119 Parking ratio

Play Retail & hospitality

2,797 sqm Lettable floor area

Live

Residential
288 New homes
17,545 sqm Usable floor area
0.15 EPC Energy efficiency
1,176 Bike parking spaces
84 Car parking spaces

Total

2,820 sqm PV solar
256 Underground car parking spaces

Location
accessibility
3

&

City life on
your doorstep

Enjoy more room to breath
in a less congested urban
environment
Situated just outside the A10 ring road around the Koningin Wilhelminaplein area,
the masterplan by KCAP Planners and Architects, has combined office space,
rentable homes, and public facilities that add fresh new energy to the
neighbourhood.
Berghaus is almost directly connected to the train and metro station at Lelylaan.
Making access to public transport as good as you would expect from a prime
Amsterdam location. Close to Schiphol Airport, with easy access by car, bike or on
foot, however you choose to move, access to Berghaus has never been easier.

Ring Zone West

Accessibility
2 min
Distance to A10 ring road

1,680
Bike parking spaces

256
Underground parking places

15 min
To South Axis by bike

9 min
Walk to station Lelylaan

15 min, 7 min
To Schiphol by taxi, by train

Revival

Revival
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In 1882 the famous Berghaus Fashion
Atelier was created in the centre of
Amsterdam. After 82-years of
successful trading, the time came to
expand their boundaries.

A heritage of
continuous growth
& ambition
Reviving this inspired historic
building brings new opportunity
for growth.

The development of Berghaus
Plaza provided a unique
opportunity for this Fashion
Atelier to flourish.

This area has long been
a busy business area,
packed with fashion
merchants, traders and
factories.
Our ambition is simple;
to build on the success
of the past and
welcome in a new era
of growth. Berghaus
adds new energy and
vibrancy to this
continually developing
area.

We’ve built upon the heritage of this
historic building and turned it into one
of the most exciting places in
Amsterdam.
Our design team
have reinterpreted
what once was and
created something
unique for the area.
A new
beginning
Berghaus provides a
creative springboard for
startups and global brands
to shine - digital media,
financial, retail, fin-tech, and
across all fashion sectors.
Positioned attractively and
well-connected, this is an
area in full development;
providing businesses with a
solid base and opportunity
to grow in Amsterdam.

History
reimagined

New neighbourhood
Berghaus is the heart of the ‘new’ neighbourhood.

A vibrant hub
for a thriving
community
Berghaus has been designed with people and the
community at heart. Our Work, Play, Live concept
ensures that the mix of amenities and facilities
provide the foundations for a lively 24/7
community. A place where thriving business can
grow and prosper and where city dwellers can
feel close to all that the city has to offer. Carefully
considered and planned to promote a healthy
working and living environment with a conscious
connection between indoor and outdoor space.
We like to call this Community by Design.

Community first

Berghaus is the
foundation of a ‘new’
neighbourhood.
Social at heart, a place
to build personal and
business connections
while still allowing the
freedom to choose
your own way.
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Work, Play
& Live

The lines between family life,
social life and work are becoming
increasingly blurred.

Carefully blended

The Berghaus work, play, live
concept promotes balance, for
a better quality of life.
Boelens de Gruyter, Round Hill Capital, MVSA Architects and
HEYLIGERS Architects are redeveloping Berghaus into a combined
office and residential space, carefully blended with retail, restaurants
and bars to provide the best environment and amenities to serve
your every need.

To create
The place
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Work

The Berghaus development is a
dynamic multi-purpose campus
featuring 20,813 sqm of lettable floor
area, with high-end amenities close
to the heart of Amsterdam.

Office space
Featuring a stunning atrium and office floors, Berghaus Amsterdam offers dynamic
workspace over ten floors – with office spaces from 1,400 sqm up to 3.250 sqm all in
the heart of the Amsterdam Fashion District. A unique office building with a total of
20.813 sqm of lettable floor area with underground parking. Ideally situated, close to
Schiphol Airport and almost directly connected to the train and metro station at
Lelylaan. A place where thriving business can grow and prosper.

Free to move
Built upon the heritage of
this historic building this
new dynamic office
provides large, open plan
spacious floor areas. The
generous entrance with
the spacious atrium
creates a modern, well-lit
sense of openness and
provides an inspirational
workspace for
employees and visitors
alike. The upper floors
with south facing
balconies are
interconnectable which
contribute to a light, open
design that encourages
connectivity and
movement throughout.

Air
Green
Light
Fitness
Comfort

Berghaus is designed to
have a positive effect on
the health and well-being
of its occupants.

Here’s how it can
help make you the
best you can be.

High ventilation flow within the building
means 100% fresh air with no
recirculation and fully opening windows
throughout ensure superior indoor air
quality.; good indoor air automatically
leads to better productivity.

The spacious and abundantly planted
inner and atrium gardens together form
the green core of Berghaus. This further
contributes to improved air quality levels,
and in turn the well-being of building
tenants.

Maximum sunlight boosts mental health
and enhances visual comfort. Systems
including day-lighting and enhanced
colour quality lead to reduced fatigue
and better productivity.

We encourage an active working
philosophy throughout the
development; from the provision and
placement of stairs through to the
accessibility of nearby green spaces
and gym facilities.

Throughout the building,
interconnecting floors, open plan
floor space, and wide access points
guarantee a healthy flow for tenants
and visitors alike.

Forward
thinking, high
energy
efficiency
standards

• BREEAM-Excellent ambition
• Climate class A
• Climate ceilings and underfloor
heating / cooling

• Local generation of energy by

means of Thermal Energy Storage
(TES) System and PV solar
technology

• Ventilation by means of mechanical
supply and extraction of air

Delivery level Sustainability
These elegant
spaces will be
delivered to a
high quality.

•
•
•
•
•

LED lighting and fixtures

•
•
•
•
•

Levelled floors (class 4)

Floor gutters for data and electricity
Multiple sanitary groups per floor
Clear floor height of at least 2.70 (m)
Possibilities for internal stairs when
renting several floors
Climate ceilings
Sprinkler installation
Opening windows on all floors
Outdoor areas on the 5th to 9th floors

Office space
Level 1 | 2,250 sqm LFA | Testfit GPA | 122 workplaces

Total office space

Office space per floor between

20,813 sqm

1,480 - 3,250 sqm

Lettable floor area

Flexible floor plates

Bike parking for offices

Underground car parking

504

256

Spaces in front of the building

Spaces

Sustainability

BREEAM-Excellent
Ambition
Certification energy efficiency

Level 2 to 4 | 2,685 - 3,244 sqm LFA | Testfit GPA | 160 workplaces

Level 5 to 10 | 1,481 sqm LFA | Testfit working together | 80 workplaces

Level 5 to 10 | 1,481 sqm LFA | Testfit closed | 47 workplaces

Level 5 to 10 | 1,481 sqm LFA | Testfit mixed | 70 workplaces

Level 5 to 10 | 1,481 sqm LFA | Testfit open | 80 workplaces
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Play

Berghaus brings
an exciting mix
of retail stores,
bars and
restaurants to
compliment
office and
residential
spaces.

Retail & Hospitality

The total 2,797 sqm of retail & leisure space in Berghaus offers convenience and
amenities at your fingertips. From day to day grocery shopping, a place for your
business lunch meeting, or to enjoy time spent with friends, family or colleagues.
Find a spot to unwind in one of the amazing bars, restaurants and independent
cafés around Berghaus.

Convenience, variety and a
large measure of fun

Berghaus is a lively destination with a 24/7
offering; an energetic mix of retail, bars and
restaurants to help you seize the day. Whether
kick-starting the day with breakfast, or
rounding it off in style with a lavish dinner,
Berghaus has it covered. Convenience, variety
and a large measure of fun are the key
ingredients to help you play!

An exciting market-style plaza, located
on the ground floor level is central to
the overall Berghaus design and sits at
the heart of the development. The
retail and hospitality amenities are
designed as open, active spaces; a
perfect destination when you wish to
step away from the office or home to
enjoy a change of scenery and a little
extra space around you.

Feel the buzz

A great destination for
residents and visitors
alike, a place to dwell,
have fun and stay a
while. A vibrant and
energetic place that’s
sure to offer something
for everyone.

Retail & Hospitality
Retail
2,042 sqm

2,797
sqm
Total lettable space.

Hospitality
263 sqm

Hospitality
492 sqm
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Live

Carefully considered
architecture

Residential
The lettable apartments are developed with a sustainable and
energy-neutral mindset. With beautiful details throughout the
development providing high levels of quality, fit and finish.

Berghaus offers
vibrant city life right
on your doorstep.
Perfectly positioned
to allow you to
enjoy all the benefits
of Amsterdam.

Total residential space

17,543 sqm
Usable floor area

New homes
A short, 2-minute ride by car takes
you to the ring road, 10-minutes
by bike to the centre of the city,

288
Lettable apartments

and just a short 5-minute walk to
station Lelylaan.
Berghaus development offers the
highest levels of comfort and
convenience.

Sustainability

2,820 sqm
PV solar

Bike parking

1,176
Spaces inside the building

Underground car parking

84
Spaces for residents
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Architectural
inspiration

“An elegant
solution for a
universal urban
dilemma”

Building designers
HEYLIGERS Architects
Willem Heyligers
MVSA Architects
Wouter Thijssen

As urbanisation continues its advance, the smartest solutions provide new homes
through densification rather than suburban sprawl. In Amsterdam, with its
booming economy, the city’s urban heart is expanding beyond the A10 ring road
that once contained it. Contributing to this growing city centre, our design for
Berghaus Plaza floats transparent new residential towers on top of existing
office buildings – an elegant solution for a universal urban dilemma.

Design
The entire building complex speaks with
one formal design language; with an
emphasis on horizontal craftsmanship, it
sees early 20th-century Amsterdam
School design, once famous for its
expressionist residential brick building.

The elegant rounding of
corners amplify the
atmosphere – a typical
feature of the Amsterdam
School, translated here with
21st-century materials.

Contemporary design through
the combination of chic black
ceramic and bronze aluminium
generates this feeling of luxury.

Echoing the rhythm
and detailing of
Prof. H.T. Zwier’s
original design

Dynamism
& character
Rebuilding the
existing structure
adds muchneeded light and
space to the
design. The
original building
(currently in poor
condition) will be
replaced by a
stylish and
luxurious modern
version that
echoes the
rhythm and
detailing of Prof.
H.T. Zwier’s
original design.

To offset the functional simplicity of the building, MVSA Architects and
Heyligers d+p have added charismatic yet distinctive elements to add
persona to the building as a whole, with organic curves and the use of
contemporary materials. This combination of old and new adds dynamism
and character to the overall design.

Contact
Get in touch
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Leasing agents

Van Gool Elburg

CBRE B.V.

Vastgoedspecialisten

Advisory & Transaction Services

+31 (0)20 664 85 85

+31 (0)20 626 26 91

info@vangoolelburg.com

nlagency@cbre.com

www.vangoolelburg.com

www.cbre.nl

Developed by

Boelens de Gruyter

Round Hill Capital

Toetsenbordweg 55

Jan van Goyenkade 11

1033 MZ Amsterdam

1075HP Amsterdam

Nederland

Nederland

+31 (0)20 630 65 30
info@boelensdegruyter.nl

+31 (0)20 663 69 94

www.boelensdegruyter.nl

www.roundhillcapital.com

The information in these particulars is intended as a general outline only for the guidance of
intending purchasers/lessees and neither Round Hill Capital and Boelens de Gruyter nor on whose
behalf these particulars are provided accept any responsibility for any inaccuracies the
particulars may contain. Any intending purchaser/lessee should not rely upon them as statements
or representations of fact but should satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their
correctness. All floor areas and other measurements are approximate. These particulars do not
form or form any part of any offer of contract. No rights can be derived from the content.

Create
your future

